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[CLL307] ___________empowers the Chief Justice of Nigeria to make rules for 
regulating the practice and procedure of the Supreme Court.
S.236

[CLL307] All decisions of the Supreme Court go on Appeal to the National Executive 
Council (NEC)?
False, the Supreme Court is the final Court of Appeal

[CLL307] __________of the Constitution of Nigeria 1999 specifies circumstances when 
appeals shall lie as of right from the decision of the High Court and the Federal High 
Court, High Court of Federal Capital Territory, Abuja,
S.241

[CLL307] Mr Accuracy visted the Car Imports office. He asked for the price of the 2018 
Rolls Royce machine. The sales clerk slipped a quote into his hands. In the Quote, it 
was stated that he had five days within which to accept the price. After 15 days, he 
returned and made a cheque for the price. The sales clerk apologised and told him that 
the price had changed, five days ago. He consulted you for advise
He is on the wrong side because the offer had lapsed

[CLL307] S. 239 confers on the ___________, original jurisdiction in respect of Election 
petitions arising from election to the office of President or Vice-President, their term of 
office and vacancy of the office
Court of Appeal

[CLL307] A Juvenile offender is one who?
Is a child under the age of 14

[CLL307] All except one of the following is not a constituent ingredient which an 
acceptance of an offer must be meet before it can clothed with apron of validity
It can be accepted by proxy without authority

[CLL307] An inquest must be held only at the Supreme Court of Nigeria?
False'

[CLL307] Consideration is executed if the act is or has been performed in return for a 
promise. It is executory if the offer as well as acceptance remains within the domain of 
promises and as to liability
Both parties are liable

[CLL307] In one word, the description particulars in Question 6 is called
Offer
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